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- Edge for Real-Time Video Analytics (RTVA)

- Challenges in RTVA on the Edge: Limited Computational Power → Longer Inference Latency from Deep Neural Network (DNN) → More Dropped Frames → Limited Object Detection Accuracy

Figure Source: Multi Object Tracking 17 Dataset (https://motchallenge.net)
TOD: Transprecise Object Detection (to maximise RTVA accuracy on the Edge)

- Initialization: Preloading 4 different YOLOv4 detectors into GPU RAM
- Runtime Scheduler (RS) Selects a DNN on the Fly according to Dynamic Object Sizes Detected.
- TOD Demonstration when objects are fading away from camera (i.e., objects are getting smaller.)

Figure Source: Multi Object Tracking 17 Dataset (https://motchallenge.net)
Experimental Evaluation with a NVidia Jetson Nano Board with MAX power mode

Best (or equivalently good) accuracy for all cases
- 35% gain over YOLOv4-tiny-288.

With MOT17-05 data, TOD requires 63% of the power without losing accuracy compared to YOLOv4-416. (TOD: 5.7W, YOLOv4-416: 7.5W)
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Advancing AI research to make efficient AI ubiquitous

Power efficiency
- Model design, compression, quantization, algorithms, efficient hardware, software tool
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A platform to scale AI across the industry
Syntiant Corp. is moving artificial intelligence and machine learning from the cloud to edge devices. Syntiant’s chip solutions merge deep learning with semiconductor design to produce ultra-low-power, high performance, deep neural network processors. These network processors enable always-on applications in battery-powered devices, such as smartphones, smart speakers, earbuds, hearing aids, and laptops. Syntiant's Neural Decision Processors™ offer wake word, command word, and event detection in a chip for always-on voice and sensor applications.

Founded in 2017 and headquartered in Irvine, California, the company is backed by Amazon, Applied Materials, Atlantic Bridge Capital, Bosch, Intel Capital, Microsoft, Motorola, and others. Syntiant was recently named a CES® 2021 Best of Innovation Awards Honoree, shipped over 10M units worldwide, and unveiled the NDP120 part of the NDP10x family of inference engines for low-power applications.
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